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The main aim of this paper is to obtain some reourrenoe relations for the generalised H-funotion of two 
variables. 
In the present paper we evaluate an integnal involving the pmduct of generalised H-function1 of two 
variables and hypergeometric-function. This integral has been employed to obtain some interest* 
recurrence relations for the H [x, y]-function. The generalised H [x, y]-function is the generalisation 
of G (x, y)-function Agama19, 8 (x, yj-function Sharms4, Kampe De Feriet-funotionlO, Appell-f~tions 
(Fl, F,, P3, F4), Whitt~ker-fu~~ction and other several special-functions of two variables. 
By proper choice of parameters due to general nature of H [x, y]-function, it can be reduced to FOX'S 
H-function6, H-function can be reduced to Whittak~rs function Mk,,(x), generalised Laguerre polpmial  
Lna(x) Hennite polynomial Ha(%) and regular and irregular Coulomb wave function FL and GL etc. ; 
thereby providing us with such results as may be used in various problems such as boundary value prob- 
lems, encountered in quantum mechanics viz., collision problems-of two particles with Coulomb interaction, 
problems. 
- 
Harmonics oscillator and the Hydrogen atom2, which may in turn find application in certain defence 
In a recent paper Nunot& Xallal have defined generalised H-function of two variables as foglow : 
((ap1, Apt ) j stands for the set of parameters ( al, Al ), . . . . , -( apl, 8p1 ), L, and L2 are suitable 
contour's and 
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j= 1 F ( t + r ] ) =  p1 91 
n r (1 -a j -Aj f -Ajq)  R r ( b 3 + B j f + B j q )  
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If f i ~ m I f i o , ~ > + p o ,  p3>(l(sro,  q l>o ,  a p ~ p O ,  q 3 > % > , 0 , p ,  m and n are all 
positive integers. We shall write the L.H.S. of (1) more briefly as H [x, yl. 
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. Let uer define the asxociftted function (m, = 0) 
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(2) converges under the following conditions : 
- . A  
82 3 0 ,  h > 0, I argz I *  t P 2 ,  @3 20, A > 0, I argg 1 < 4 4%. 
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also 
H,[x,Y] = O ( I L . I ~ ~ ,  I Y  I A s )  for smallvalues of x  and^ andH,[x,y] = O  (1xIy2, I y \&)for large 
values of x and y conditions stated With @) 
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-. - 
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for conve"nience the R.H.S. of (2) can be written as 
- - 
. , . . 




The following results will be requiredin tfrescqrrel (5;e Bdelyiaf: ., - _ _  - - -  
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With the help of the dehitiohs of S [x,-y]-function4~ox'~ ~[x]-firnc$im? and MeijerYs (t (x)-function6, 
' 
the following equalities follows from (I) : 
- 

putting sx = x and evaluating the ipner integral 
the result thus obtained with the help of (2). with the help of the result (3) , (7) is 
- - 
obtained on interpreting 
R E C U R R E N C E  R E L A T I O N S  
(i) 
\ 
where ma 2 1 and la2 3 2 . (8) 
where ra2 P 2 and 1 < m2 < p2 - 1. (9) 
(iii) 
.... 
. . a .  
($2 ('2, '213 . . ., (($2 -1, upa  (%,-I, al) ; 
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where n2 2 2 2nd 1 < m2 < (pz - 1. 
(iv) 
where n2 3 2 and 1 G m2 < fi - 1 .  (11) 
where 3 i;" 2 and 1 ma f % - 1, (12) 
provided that the integrals involved exist. 
' . 
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in (14) and bv~lluse the integrals invdv& thorein with the . h e g y f  j?).,*ws . % - .  pet&~recweme-relation - (8) a 
--** after slight changes in the ~ararnetas  and argui.enth. 
The' remaining recurrence relgionr can b e  provehin - a similar manng, if we start with Erdelyi3 res- 
-- - 
.__ - peatively instead of relation 113). 1 ' - A -  
- - 
- - - - -- 
- 
.-.. P B G T I C U L A R  C A S E S  - 
If we take all the a$, Bfs,-a's, ~ 4 . p ~  a ~ d  -8's cad to unity in -&& recurrence relations (8) 
to (le), we get, by virtueof (3), corre~onding recurrence rels&ns for the&-fuqctian4, - 
If we put p, = g1 = 0 and use (5) in (8) to (12), we get the recurrence -- relations reqntly obtained by Jain8. 
/ 
- .  
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